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experience visual snow

ABSTRACT

Objective: To determine whether visual perceptual measures in people who experience visual
snow are consistent with an imbalance between inhibition and excitation in visual cortex.

Methods: Sixteen patients with visual snow and 18 controls participated. Four visual tasks were
included: center-surround contrast matching, luminance increment detection in noise, and global
form and global motion coherence thresholds. Neuronal architecture capable of encoding the
luminance and contrast stimuli is present within primary visual cortex, whereas the extraction
of global motion and form signals requires extrastriate processing. All these tasks have been used
previously to investigate the balance between inhibition and excitation within the visual system in
both healthy and diseased states.

Results: The visual snow group demonstrated reduced center-surround contrast suppression (p5

0.03) and elevated luminance increment thresholds in noise (p 5 0.02). Groups did not differ on
the global form or global motion task.

Conclusion: Our study demonstrates that visual perceptual measures involving the suprathres-
hold processing of contrast and luminance are abnormal in a group of individuals with visual snow.
Our data are consistent with elevated excitability in primary visual cortex; however, further
research is required to provide more direct evidence for this proposed mechanism. The ability
to measure perceptual differences in visual snow reveals promise for the future development
of clinical tests to assist in visual snow diagnosis and possibly a method for quantitatively assay-
ing any benefits of treatments. Neurology® 2017;88:1243–1249

GLOSSARY
RM-ANOVA 5 repeated-measures analysis of variance.

Visual snow is an uncommon neurologic disorder where people perceive persistent static-like
“snow”1,2 consistent with aberrant neuronal firing in visual cortex. We measure visual perfor-
mance in people with visual snow using tasks that assay the balance between inhibition and
excitation. Such tasks have been used to explore other conditions where the balance between
inhibition and excitation is relevant: for example, migraine3–6 and epilepsy.7 We included 2 tasks
assessing relatively primitive visual features encoded early in visual processing: luminance incre-
ment detection in noise8,9 and contrast suppression.3,10 We included a further 2 tasks (global
form and motion) where the neuronal architecture required to extract the relevant stimulus
features is not available until extrastriate cortex.11–15

We test the hypothesis that people with visual snow demonstrate perceptual performance
consistent with aberrant cortical excitability in both primary and extrastriate visual areas. Three
of our tasks (luminance increment detection, global form, and motion) require the extraction of
signal from explicit noise. For these, we hypothesized that performance would be impaired due
to added spontaneous neural noise in the visual snow group. The contrast suppression task10 is
considered a perceptual analogue of visual cortical center-surround circuitry.16 We predicted
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that the visual snow group would show weaker
contrast suppression (less inhibition) resulting
in a shifted perceptual matching point rather
than worse performance. Inclusion of this task
enables the disentanglement of altered percep-
tion from generalized poorer performance. To
our knowledge, ours is the first study to assess
perceptual indications of cortical hyperexcit-
ability in individuals with visual snow.

METHODS Participants. Sixteen patients with visual snow

(mean age 28 years [17–51 years], mean snow duration 8.8 years

[0.3–40 years], 9 female, 7 male) participated in this study. Eigh-

teen healthy adults (mean age 29 years [18–56 years], 10 female,

8 male) with no history of neurologic or psychiatric disorders

served as the control group. Visual snow patients were recruited

from the Royal Melbourne Hospital, The Malvern Neurology

Group at Cabrini Medical Centre, and the Ophthalmology

Clinic at the Eye Surgery Associates in Australia. Controls were

recruited from the community. Recruitment and data collection

was conducted between January 2016 and April 2016. Sample

size was estimated from previous studies conducted in people

with migraine on a similar set of psychophysical tasks.3,6,8

A summary of the demographics and visual and nonvisual

symptoms of the visual snow group appears in the table. Visual

snow features were considered with reference to recently proposed

diagnostic criteria,2 including (1) dynamic, continuous visual

snow for more than 3 months; (2) at least 2 additional visual

symptoms of palinopsia, entoptic phenomena, photophobia, or

nyctalopia; (3) symptoms not consistent with typical migraine

visual aura; and (4) symptoms not better explained by any other

disorder or intake of psychotropic drugs. Three admitted to a his-

tory of psychogenic drug use (marijuana and ecstasy) but their

visual snow symptomatology was not directly related in timing to

that history. All underwent a full ophthalmic assessment to estab-

lish normal vision, color vision (Ishihara color plates), and normal

retinal anatomy and function via dilated fundus slit-lamp exam-

ination and normal full-field electroretinography, in accordance

with the International Society for Clinical Electrophysiology of

Vision standards.17 All participants had best-corrected visual acu-

ity of 6/7.5 or better. Exclusion criteria for controls were a history

of migraine with or without aura, a history of visual and neuro-

logic conditions, and consumption of medication known to affect

visual and cognitive function.

Standard protocol approvals, registrations, and patient
consents. Ethics approval was granted by the Melbourne Health

Human Research Ethics Committee. All participants provided

written informed consent in agreement with the Declaration of

Helsinki prior to participation.

Equipment. Stimuli were generated with a ViSaGe system

(Cambridge Research Systems, Ltd., Kent, UK) using customized

software written in MatLab version 7.6.0.324 (R2008a) (Math-

works, Natick, MA) and presented on a CRT monitor (100

cd/m2, frame rate: 100 Hz; 1,024 3 768 pixels; Sony Trinitron

G520, Tokyo, Japan). Observers viewed the stimuli binocularly

via a chinrest from a distance of 83 cm and responded using

a button box (CB6; Cambridge Research Systems).

Stimuli and procedures. All participants completed all 4 tasks.

To minimize bias due to fatigue or learning, task order was ran-

domized between observers. Observers completed practice trials

until they were confident with the requirements. The total test

duration lasted no more than 40 minutes, including rest breaks

when required.

Table Patient demographics and visual and nonvisual symptoms

ID Age, y Sex
Age at
onset, y

Duration of
visual snow, y

Additional visual symptoms
Additional nonvisual
symptoms

Palinopsia Photophobia
Entoptic
phenomena Nyctalopia

Comorbid
migraine Tinnitus

1a 18 F 18 0.3 1 1 1 1 1 1

2 19 F 15 4 1 1 1 1 1 1

3 21 F 17 4 1 1 1 1 2 1

4 32 F 31 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

5 17 M 10 7 1 1 1 1 2 1

6 44 M 34 10 2 2 1 2 1 2

7 24 F 3 21 1 1 1 1 1 1

8a 32 F 26.5 5.5 2 1 1 1 1 1

9 17 M 14.5 2.5 1 2 1 1 2 1

10 51 M 11 40 2 2 1 2 2 2

11 18 M 4 14 1 1 1 1 1 1

12 32 F 12 20 1 2 1 2 1 1

13 24 M 23 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

14 37 F 33 4 1 1 1 1 1 1

15 37 M 33 4 1 1 1 2 2 1

16a 20 F 18 2 1 1 1 1 2 1

aHistory of hallucinogenic drug.
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Luminance increment detection in noise. Figure 1A illus-

trates the luminance increment detection task. Each presentation

interval (500 ms) presented 2 squares (4 3 4 degrees) filled with

luminance noise pixels presented on the left and right of the

screen with a center-to-center distance of 7.2 degrees. One of

the squares also contained a 1.5-degree diameter circular lumi-

nance increment. The luminance of the noise pixels was ran-

domly sampled from a Gaussian distribution with a mean

luminance of 50 cd/m2 and SD of 0.125 (low noise) or 0.25 (high

noise) of the mean. We included 2 levels of background noise to

determine whether patients with visual snow are more affected by

higher noise levels than controls, consistent with an accelerating

elevation in aberrant neural firing that is multiplicative with

background stimulation level.9 The observers’ task was to identify

which square (left or right) contained the luminance increment.

Luminance increment detection threshold was estimated using 2

interleaved 3-up-1-down staircases of 6 reversals. Three correct

responses resulted in the luminance increment being decreased by

20%, whereas each incorrect response increased the increment by

20%. Thresholds were calculated as the mean of the last 4 re-

versals of each staircase with the grand mean being the average of

the 2 staircases.

Figure 1 Illustration of the visual stimuli

(A) Illustration of the luminance increment detection in noise stimuli. (B) Illustration of the center surround task. The refer-
ence stimulus in the 2nd interval had a 95% surround contrast and a 40%central contrast. (C) Illustration of the global form
task. The dots were arranged in either a concentric or a radial pattern. (D) Illustration of the global dot motion task. For each
set of movie frames, a proportion of the dots were randomly chosen to contain a local motion towards the specified global
motion while the remaining proportion of dots moved in random directions.
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Center-surround contrast matching task. The contrast

matching task was based on those used in other experiments explor-

ing proposed imbalance between inhibition and excitation (including

in migraine,3 schizophraenia,18 and healthy normal aging19–21). Par-

ticipants viewed a central circular patch of sinusoidal grating of vari-

able contrast (radius 0.67 degrees, spatial frequency 5 2 cycles/

degree, drifting at 2 degrees/s, vertical orientation) in the first interval

(500 ms) followed by the reference patch (contrast of 40%) with or

without an annular surround (0% or 95% contrast, 4 degrees diam-

eter) in the second interval (500 ms) (figure 1B). Participants re-

sponded whether the central grating patch was of higher contrast

in the first or second interval. The task measured the perceived

contrast to match the central patch, when on its own (to test the

ability make matched contrast judgments) and when surrounded by

the higher contrast annulus (which typically suppresses perceived

contrast). A 2-interval-forced-choice design was employed with 2

interleaved 3-up-1-down staircases with a step size of 20%, which

terminated after 6 reversals. Individual perceived contrast threshold

was taken as the grand mean of the last 4 reversals of the 2 staircases.

For each observer, the difference between the perceived contrast of the

test patch in the with-surround and the without-surround test con-

dition was calculated as an estimate of center-surround suppression.

Global form stimuli. Figure 1C illustrates the global form task.

The stimuli were Glass patterns22 constructed of 100 pairs of white

dots (8.6 arc min diameter, 90 cd/m2) on a gray background (half of

max luminance 5 50 cd/m2) presented for 500 ms. Dot pairs had

a center-to-center separation of 24 minutes of arc, and were placed

within a 10-degree circular aperture. A percentage of the dot pairs

were arranged in the signal orientation, with the remainder being

noise pairs. Signal pairs were randomly positioned with dipole co-

ordinates oriented at 0 (radial global form) or 90 degrees (concentric

global form) on each trial. Noise pairs were positioned with random

orientations. Participants responded whether the presented pattern

was radial or concentric in form. Coherence thresholds (percentage of

signal pairs) were determined using 2 interleaved staircases. For each

staircase, 3 correct responses resulted in an increase in the percentage

of noise dipoles, and each incorrect response decreased the percentage

of noise dipoles. Each staircase terminated at the end of 6 reversals

with an initial step size of 8% coherence, followed by 4% in the

second reversal and 2% for the final 4 reversals.

Global dot motion stimuli. Figure 1D schematically depicts

1 of 8 movie frames of the global dot motion stimuli. One hundred

white dots (90 cd/m2) were presented within a 108 aperture on

a gray background (50 cd/m2). Dots were 8.6 arc min in diameter.

In the first movie frame, dots were randomly placed within the

aperture. A further 7 frames were generated with each shown for 50

ms. For each frame, dots were chosen to be either signal (redrawn in

the coherence direction to result in a dot velocity of 2.86 degrees/s)

or noise (redrawn in a random direction except within 10 degrees of

the signal direction). The signal direction was chosen to be right or

left on each trial at random. If the displacement moved the dots

outside the aperture, they were randomly positioned within the

aperture in the next frame. The dots allocated to be signal dots

were selected on each frame to minimize local motion cues. Ob-

servers had to choose whether the global motion direction was left

or right. The motion coherence of the stimuli (percentage signal

dots) was adjusted based on 2 interleaved 3-up-1-down staircases

that terminated after 6 reversals. Both staircases varied with an

initial step size of 8% coherence, followed by 4% in the second

reversal and 2% for the final 4 reversals. Individual global dot

motion coherence thresholds were taken as the mean of the last 4

reversals and the grand mean taken as the mean of the 2 staircases.

Analyses. Statistical analyses were conducted in SPSS Statistics

version 21 (IBM, Armonk, NY). Groups were compared using

Mann-Whitney U tests on the medians or a repeated-measures

analysis of variance (RM-ANOVA) as appropriate.

RESULTS Luminance increment detection in noise.

Figure 2 shows the luminance increment thresholds
for both high and low noise conditions. Thresholds
were elevated in both groups in the presence of higher
luminance noise (RM-ANOVA: main effect of noise
level: F1,32 5 69.4, p , 0.001). The patients had
elevated thresholds for both noise conditions (main
effect of group: F1,325 5.35, p5 0.02; no significant
interaction between group and noise level: F1,32 5

2.77, p 5 0.11).

Center-surround contrast matching. Figure 3A shows
the ability to contrast match the central patch in the
absence of a surround. Both the patient and control
groups were able to match the test patch reliably to its
veridical contrast of 40% (figure 3A) (VS median 5

40.64, control median5 40.15) (MannWhitneyU5

143.5, p 5 0.772). When the high-contrast surround
was added, the patients with visual snow showed less
contrast suppression than controls (higher contrast
thresholds) (figure 3B) (VS median 5 27.63, control
median 5 32.84) (U 5 198, p 5 0.024). Panel C
shows the data computed as a suppression index. This
index was calculated as the difference between each
individual’s perceived contrast threshold in the
presence and absence of the surround. Patients with
visual snow had significantly reduced center-surround

Figure 2 Luminance increment detection
thresholds measured in the presence
of luminance noise

Patients with visual snow are shown as hatched and con-
trols as shaded. Patients with visual snow had significantly
higher increment detection thresholds in the presence of
high noise but not in the presence of low noise. Boxes repre-
sent the median, 25th, and 75th percentiles with symbols
showing the highest and lowest thresholds.
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suppression than the control group (figure 3C) (VS
median 5 4.38, control median 5 11.70) (U 5

76.0, p 5 0.033), with several patients showing
facilitation rather than suppression.

Global form and global motion. There was no difference
between groups for either the global form task (figure 4A:
VS median 5 28.25%, control median 5 26.00%,
U5 123.0, p5 0.469) or the global motion task (figure
4B: VSmedian5 13%, control median5 14.4%,U5

129.5, p 5 0.616).

DISCUSSION Visual snow represents a challenge due
to the diagnosis hitherto being entirely based on

subjective patient reports, after exclusion of other
pathology. Here we show that visual perception is
altered in visual snow, in a fashion consistent with ele-
vated spontaneous neural firing in visual cortex. Pa-
tients with visual snow showed, on average, an
elevation in the luminance increment threshold
required to detect a patch presented on luminance
noise, and also showed on-average reduction in the
level of contrast suppression induced by surrounding
visual stimuli.

The elevated thresholds for luminance increment
detection in the visual snow group were independent
of background luminance noise level (figure 2). This

Figure 3 Perceived contrast thresholds

Patients with visual snow are shown as hatched and controls as shaded in the absence (A) and presence (B) of the high con-
trast surround. Boxes and whiskers are as for Figure 2. (C) Suppression indices were computed for each individual as the
threshold difference between (A) and (B). The presence of the surround resulted in significantly less suppression of contrast
for the patients with visual snow.

Figure 4 Global form and global motion coherence thresholds

(A) Pattern coherence thresholds measured in the patients with visual snow (hatched) and controls (shaded) in the glass pat-
tern discrimination task. Patients with visual snow did not perform significantly differently from the control group. (B)
Motion coherence thresholds measured in the global dot motion discrimination task presented in the same format as in
(A). Patients with visual snow did not perform significantly differently from the control group. Boxes and whiskers in same
format as Figure 2.
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outcome is consistent with the subjective reports of
many of the patients who stated that their visual snow
static was present continuously rather than being
tagged to specific visual environments. A different pat-
tern of results is observed in individuals with migraine
(without visual snow). Previous studies report that pa-
tients with migraine with aura and migraine without
aura show elevated luminance increment thresholds
that are multiplicative with background noise.8,9

Hence in migraine, performance is best explained by
a model of increasing aberrant neural firing with
increasing background visual stimulation. This con-
trasts with the visual snow outcomes where thresholds
were elevated similarly in both noise conditions.

On average, the visual snow group demonstrated less
surround suppression of perceived contrast (figure 3).
Surround suppression of contrast is a well-studied phe-
nomenon both from a perceptual and neurophysiologic
perspective, most commonly at the level of primary visual
cortex (for example, see references 16, 23–25). Center-
surround contrast interactions in primary visual cortex
arise from lateral inhibition, feedforward connections
from lateral geniculate nucleus, and feedback from ex-
trastriate areas.26,27 Our current data cannot disentangle
these mechanisms, but further work that varies both
stimulus factors, perhaps combined with neuroimaging,
should assist in localizing the likely neural substrate with
greater precision. Of note is the fact that the task involves
the matching of perceived contrast. Consequently,
anomalous results for this task do not imply poorer per-
formance but instead indicate a difference in the sub-
jective contrast appearance. Participants were naive to the
expected perceptual effect. Consequently, unusual
matching thresholds are not easily explicable by poor
attention, visual aversion, or other nonvisual factors that
are expected to result in elevated thresholds for all tasks.

There was no difference in performance between
the visual snow and control groups for the global form
and motion tasks. Previous studies have shown that
performance on these tasks is, on average, impaired
in people who experience migraine with or without
aura.28–32 The absence of a difference in performance
in our visual snow patients suggests that their visual
anomalies are largely localized to luminance and con-
trast features, and that the building blocks for deter-
mining global form and motion (such as the encoding
stimulus orientation and direction cues) are intact.
Our data also do not support the concept of a gener-
alized problem in noise exclusion, which appears to
be a feature of some migraine cohorts.8,28

The sample size of this study was relatively small
(16 individuals) and significant interindividual vari-
ability was noted. A significantly increased sample of
visual snow patients would enable the addressing of
further questions such as whether performance corre-
lates with particular visual snow features. Interestingly,

we did not find a difference in performance between
those with comorbid migraine in our cohort (10 indi-
viduals) and those without (6 individuals): all compar-
isons were nonsignificant (p . 0.05). While this may
reflect a sample size issue, it nevertheless suggests that
the dominant feature influencing their performance
on our visual tasks is their visual snow phenotype.
We chose the tasks in this study in part because they
had proved useful in revealing differences between
migraine and nonheadache control groups when mea-
sured interictally. The pattern of experimental findings
in our visual snow group was different from those
typically observed in migraine.3,9,28,30 Now that we
have identified differences in performance between
visual snow group and control groups, and have shown
that these differences do not share the same pattern
that has been typically reported for people with
migraine, a larger future study may be warranted to
compare directly between visual snow with migraine,
visual snow without migraine, and migraine alone.

We included 3 participants with a history of psy-
chogenic drug use in our visual snow group. The
recently proposed criteria for visual snow by Schankin
et al.2 exclude individuals where the visual snow
might be explicable by intake of psychotropic drugs.
These 3 individuals reported a history of marijuana
and ecstasy use and could not be distinguished from
the remainder of our visual snow cohort in terms of
symptoms or performance; however, it is noted that
the sample size is too small to identify subtle differ-
ences. Furthermore, 2 of these people had comorbid
migraine. It is possible that the origin for cortical
hyperexcitability in these 3 patients may be different
than the remainder; however, the resulting symptom-
atic visual cortical hyperexcitability appears similar.

The scientific understanding of visual snow is in
its infancy. Our study demonstrates that visual per-
ceptual measures involving the suprathreshold pro-
cessing of contrast and luminance are abnormal in
a group of individuals with visual snow. Our data
are consistent with elevated excitability in primary
visual cortex; however, further research is required
to provide more direct evidence for this hypothesis.
Nevertheless, the ability to measure perceptual differ-
ences in visual snow reveals promise for the future
development of clinical tests to assist in visual snow
diagnosis and possibly an additional method for as-
saying benefits of treatments.
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